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                       Introduction

People remember in different ways and some people may be 
able to memorize or recall something they heard instantly, like a 
song, or numbers. Other people are able to recall things they 
have seen instantly, like having a photographic memory.

Our class was interested in seeing which way we remember 
and recall better. Each day in class we have lessons and work 
that include auditory and visual elements. Our objective is to find 
out which way is our best way to recall; VISUAL or AUDIO?



     Research Question & Predictions

Question: Which way to do you remember or recall things best, 
through looking at it closely (visually) or listening carefully 
(auditorily)?

After discussing ways we remember and recall through visual 
and auditory means daily in our classwork, our 21 first grade 
students were asked to predict which type they believe they were 
and record it on the top of their Audio/Visual Test sheet.

Predictions: 17 of the 21 students made predictions.

 7 students predicted they were better recalling visually.

    10 students predicted they were better recall auditorily.



         Investigative Procedures

1. Students used the Audio/Visual Test sheet to record their responses to the 
teacher given Audio and Visual prompts daily. 

These duo audio/visual prompts are given over 3 days.

2. Each day of the 3 day experiment, students are given 2 randomly generated 
number and letter combinations; one as the audio prompt and and the other 
as a visual prompt for that day. 

* The VISUAL prompt of the 5 letter and number combination is 
projected on the Smart Board for a total of 5 seconds. 

* The AUDIO prompt of the 5 letter and number combination is read 
aloud slowly over 5 seconds.

3. Students record their Audio and Visual responses for each day on their 
recording sheets.



                Results and Data 
Our finding were very interesting compared to our predictions.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS: Of 21 students after being tested;  

   Equally BOTH = 3  (3 Predicted VISUAL)     VISUAL= 12  AUDIO = 6 

PREDICTIONS: 17/21 students wrote a prediction. Predictions results;

     TOTAL: 17  VISUAL = 7 AUDIO = 10

Of the 4 students who DIDN’T PREDICT,  3/4 were VISUAL and 1 was AUDIO

* VISUAL- 7/7 wrote a prediction. Of that: 

7/7, or 100% of students, predicted CORRECTLY that they were VISUAL. 

 *  AUDIO- 6 students total: 5 out of 6 wrote a prediction. Of that:

5/10, or 50% of students, predicted CORRECTLY that they were AUDIO.

* 3 students tested equally both AUDIO and VISUAL.: 

3/3 of those students predicted they were VISUAL.



      DATA: Example of Recording Sheet KEY



  DATA: Example of Visual, Predicted Audio



  DATA: Example of Audio, Predicted Audio        



      DATA: Visual, Predicted Visual



DATA: Example of BOTH: Visual = Audio



  Discussion and Interpretation

Looking at our results, it is clear that most of our class is made up of students 
with better Visual memory and recall with 12/21 testing VISUAL. Including the 3 
students who tested Equally BOTH who had predicted correctly they had better 
VISUAL recall, which brings that number up to 15/21, or 71% VISUAL. Clearly 
most students are VISUALLY inclined when it comes to memory and recall.

We noted that of the predictions made by the whole class, 

VISUAL predictions: 7/7 correct or 100 % accuracy.

 AUDIO predictions:  5/10 correct or 50% accuracy.

VISUAL predictions were more accurate than AUDIO predictions by 50%. 



      Discussion and Interpretation Cont.

We could clearly see that what you predict, isn’t always how it will end up in the results. 
Though we predicted as a class that more students would be AUDIO, the results showed that 
more students were actually VISUAL.

What can we do with what we have learned about how we best remember and recall, visually 
or auditorily?

As a class we discussed that knowing which way we remember and recall better will help us 
make smarter decisions in our classroom learning. We can use the mode we recall or 
remember best to better recall and learn information taught to us each day. 

Students more inclined to VISUAL recall will know that they are good visually, and that is is 
their best mode of recall. But, can also strive to use more auditory skills and listen carefully to 
better understand everything taught, too.

Students more inclined to AUDIO recall will know that they though they are good at auditory 
memory, they can also look and watch carefully, to improve the visual recall of what they 
learn in class. 



  Implications and Ideas for Future Research

After discussing our findings, we understand that we can use our best 
mode of recall, VISUAL or AUDIO, to help us each day in class. 

We also discussed, that we could try harder to recall/remember using our 
non--preferred modes to help us build strength is those other modes and 
possibly increase our recall in both areas overall.

In the future it would be interesting to study if students who tried harder to 
use their non-preferred mode of recall would show better results in that 
area compared to their preferred mode of recall after a period of time.
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